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PORK PRODUCTION.

INTRODUCTION.

I

This bulletin reports the work done with hogs during t l l ~ptlwt
thlsee years, wit11 ~1111llllari~s
of work reported in B u l l e t i i ~!I!).~ 121,

I

I

t
I

123,and 124. I n order t o have the results reported in the various
bulletins comparable, we endeavor t o assign to grain and to hogs
values t h a t would be fairlr uniform for the several gears. At the
time t h e last bulletins were written, the average price we had
paid f o r corn during the existence of the Substation was 47 cents
per bushel and the average price received for hogs was $5.90 for
100 pounds. Therefore, those price^ were used in calculating the
results and hare been used, except in a few instances, in this
bulletin.
The average price paid for corn during the 10 years since the
Substation was established is 48.3 cents per bushel. Tlie average
price paid for corn during the past three years is 61.3 cents per
I~ushel,and the average price received for hogs during tlie same
period i s $7.04 per 100 pounds. The recent prices give a much
larger profit than the former prices. TTnlcssotl~erwisestated, the
~mirenused in this bulletin are a s follows:
Hogs, per 100 pounde. ..................... $5.90
('orn, per bushel. .......................... .47
Wheat, per bushel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.70
Barley, per bushel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40
Rre. per bushel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .56
( )il ~neal,per ton ..........................30.00
Tankage, per ton ......................... 40.00
Shorts, per ton ........................... 24.00
Alfalfa meal, per ton.. .................... 15.00
Chopped alfalfa, per t o n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Alfalfa hay, per t o n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00

__
-The author ia indebted to Mr. B. M. Stackhouse for his efaclent help
in keeping the records and in co'mpiling the tables.
-

147. A ~ B EXP.
.
STATION OF NEBR. VOL. XXVII, ART. I\'.
~ U L
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The cost of alfalfa pasture has not been considered in the
majority of the tables but has been mentioned in the discussion
in connection with the tables. The cost of the pasture depends
upon the size of the hog and on the amount of grain being fed, as
well as on many other conditions. We have considered it as 25
cents per month or 0.8 cents per day per hog not being fed grain,
or one-half that amount for hogs fed about a full ration of grain.
Pigs have been charged less.
Feed other than alfalfa is termed grain in the tables. Where
chopped alfalfa or alfalfa meal was a part of any ration in the
experin~riit,all the grain was ground. The alfalfa meal was
mixed with the grain; the chopped alfalfa was put into the
trough and the grain poured o ~ e rit. The feed was weighed
separately for each lot a t each feeding time.
The hogs had access to water a t all timea unless the weather
was such that the water froze quickly. During the summer a
constant supply of fresh water was furnished in the fields by
means of a gravity water system that kept fresh water in cement
troughs a t all times.
I n all experiments the hogs were weighed every second week.
The mean weight is the average of the first and last weights
in the period or the experiment.

Pork P~.odrcc*tion.

WINTZRING BROOD SOWS.
E X P E R I M E N T 30.

WINTERING OLD BROOD SOWS.

The following table gives the r a u l t s of wintering yenrling or
older brood sows on corn and alfalfa during four succrxwive
\\.inters. A herd of 20 sows was divided into two even lots. One
lot was fed shelled corn in a trough or on clean ground and a
good quality of alfalfa hay in a rack; the other lot was fed a
n t i o n of ground corn mixed with an equal weight of chopped
alfalfa. During the fourth winter. oorn was replaced by wheat.
The ground grain and chopped alfalfa were either mixed in the
feed house, or the alfalfa put into the trough, the ground grain
poured over it, and the whole moistened with water. The wows
had t h e run of emall fields sowed to rye in the fall. T h i ~furnished some green feed. The? were fed in the open. b u t hnd
warm sleeping quarters.
During the drat winter, the plan was t o keep thr two lots
gaining a t the same rote. For this reaaon Lot 91, fed alfalfa hap
in n rnck. was given more grain than Lot 02. The mars fed
alfalfa in the rack required 60 pounds niore grain to produce 100
1 ~ ) a n t lof
s gain than the wows fed a ration cousisting of half grain
wnd half alfalfa. The latter sows ate :105 poiind~liiore alfalfa
than the former to produce 100 pounds of gain. I t would seem
that 60 pounds of corn fed t o 1.ot 01 had the wan^^ t~ffectns 305
pound^ of alfalfa fed to Lot 92. The 305 pounds of alfalfa post
three times a s much a s the 60 ponndw of corn. Therefore. corn
a n d alfalfa hag in a rack produced cheaper gains than a ration
of half ground corn and half chopped alfalfa. The wows fed the
mixed ration gained 7.5 pounds more per head than the sows fed
alfalfa hag in the rack, but it cost $1.40 lnore per head to winter
the wows fed half corn and half chopped alfalfa than to winter
the other sows. Corn never gets so high i ~ rprice that t h lot
~ fed
half alfalfa in this teut would have given 100 poundx of gain m
chmply or hare been wintered a s cheaply as the lot fed corn with
alfalfa ha.y in the rack.
During the second winter, each lot was fed thr snilie aniount
of corn. The arerage daily gain per head of the two lots wae
0.47 pound n s against 0.89 pound the winter previous. tho

8
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more grain was fed during the second winter. We attribute the
slow gain t o the very severe winter. All stock made much slower
gains for the feed eaten than during previous winters. I n a
climate where severe winters a r e usual, the severity of the
weather could be largely overcome bp better protection. On account of the very slow gain made by the sows fed alfalfa in the
rack, 100 pounds of gain in this lot cost slightly Inore than in
the other lot, but the cost of wintering was much less. Tho the
same amount of corn was eaten by each lot, yet the sows fed half
corn and half alfalfa a t e so much more alfalfa than the other
sows that the cost of wintering them was $2.39 more per head.
The additional gain of 25 pounds on the sows fed half corn and

Fig. 1.--Old sows on alfalfa pasture. No grain when not suckling p l g .

I

!

half chopped alfalfa cost $2.39. It seems to be :lpparent that
corn with alfalfa in the rack was a better ration in this test than
half ground corn and half chopped alfalfa. It might have been
more profitable to have fed both lot^ more grain so as to have
secured more gain during the winter.
During the third winter the sows fed half ground corn and
half chopped alfalfa were given only 75 per cent a s much corn as
the lot fed shelled corn with the alfalfa hay in the rack. The
weather conditions were favorable. The sows were fed only about
10 per cent more grain per 100 pounds of their weight than during the previous winter, but gained more than twice as much during the previous winter. The lot fed half corn and half alfalfa
during this winter received less f e d per 300 pounds of their
weiglit than during the previous winter but gained nearly twice
a s n~nch. We can account for this difference in gain only by the

Pork Production.
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difference in the weather. During the third winter the c.o&t of
wintering the sows on half corn and half alfalfa was $1.01 more
than on a ration containing about one-third more corn with
alfalfa hay in the rack. The cost of 100 pounds of gain in the
former lot was $1.63 more than in the latter lot. The gain per
sow was 20 pounds greater from the corn and alfalfa in the rack
t h a n from the other ration. The results of this winter accord
w i t h the results of the two preceding winters, indicating that a
ration of one-half ground corn and one-half chopped alfalfa is
n o t a s satisfactory a s a ration of corn with alfalfa in a rack for
wintering old brood sows.
I n the winter of 1913-1914 wheat was fed instead of corn.
The one lot of sows was fed ground wheat in a trough and alfalfa
hay in a rack; the other lot was fed the same amount of gilound
wheat a s the former lot and with i t an equal weight of chopped
alfalfa and also alfalfa hay in a rack. The rate of g i n on the
sows in the two lots was almost equal and the amount of grain
required t o produce 100 pounds of gain was nearly the same.
B u t the sows that got the grain unmixed with alfalfa ate 200
pounds of alfalfa per head during the four months, while the
sows that were fed a ration of half grain and half alfalfa ate 527
pounds of alfalfa per head. The cost of feed for 100 pounds of
gain where the alfalfa was all fed in a rack was $6.51 but where
t h e alfalfa was chopped and mixed with the grain the cost was
$8.36. The cost of wintering a sow on grain in the trough and
alfalfa in the rack was $6.30. The cost of wintering a sow on a
ration of half grain and half alfalfa was $8.02. The gain on the
t w o lots was almost equal. The ration of half grain and half
alfalfa was not a s satisfactory a s the ration of about the same
amount of grain with alfalfa hay in a rack.
It is probable that half alfalfa is too great a proportion for
feeding to hogs even for keeping them thru the winter when little
or n o gain in weight is desired. When hogs eat alfalfa froin a
r a c k i t is very important that the alfalfa be of the best quality.
The average of these four tests shows that i t required 9.9
bushels of corn and 86 pounds of alfalfa hay or 8.84 bushels of
corn and 495 pounds of chopped alfalfa, to keep a sow, weighing
387 pounds, thru the winter and increase her weight about 95
pounds. The length of time included was 121 dags, or f o b
months. The cost per day of feed for a sow was about 5 cents.
T h e daily gain in weight per sow was 0.78 pound. If hogs had
been worth $6.43 per 100 pounds and corn 47 cents per bushel the
value of the increase in weight would have balanced the c o ~ of
t
the feed.

TARLE
1.-Wintering old brood 8 0 ~ .Record of four whter8-1910-1914.
EXPERIMENT 30.
Datr

.................................

--.-

..........

Ration* ................................................

. .

1 , t ~ ;. ~ l i : ~ l14.d
i s q l ~przr
~ -w
~ ~ y
1.b.feed, fed daily per sow....................
1.b".
Ihr.
.
. . armn -frrl
--.." ner
-. 100
.- - .
- dailv
wcighrof sow................................
I,bs., feccl fed daily per 100 Iba.
we~ghtof mw
Bushels grain fed during winter per
aw
Lbs. alfalfa fed durinn winter oer
sow
Average mean weight p r w r Ibs.: ....
-

-

II
1

1

3:4l
97

11
I

.*I
1.02
7.12
46

387.8

1

3.s
0.58
41

1.62
6.58

367
40.5.5

'8. C., shelled corn : Gr. C.. ground corn; W..wheat:
t Profit a b o v ~cost of feed for wintering sow.

11
1

1

4 0:
1-22

1,A?

0.19
4.5
373.5

I1
/
1

4..S
9
1o

1.20

11

2.40

377

1.45
1.56

8.1.II
518

d.4 I

I/

14.0

60
403.2

I

1.38
8.72

I

2.33

1

1.16

10.3
588
374.9

A. H.. alfalfa hay; Ch. A.. ahopped alfalfa.

tBushels uf wheat 1913-14, but reduced to bushels of corn in the last two a o l u m ~(4-you average).
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Table 1, combining the results of the four winter experiments,
shows that the average gain was almoet the same for the sows
of each lot. The cost of feed for 100 pounds of gain from half
ground grain and half chopped alfalfa waa $1.04 more than fronl
the other rations, and the cost of wintering a sow on this ration
was $1.63 more than on the ration of grain with alfalfa in a rack.
In t h e e four tests, feeding a very light grain ration and letting
the sows eat alfalfa a t will from a rack proved a better practice
than mixing the grain and chopped alfalfa in equal proportions
and thereby compelling the sows to eat a pound of alfalfa with
each pound of grain.
EXPERIMENT 31. WINTERING YOUNG BROOD SOWS.

The following table gives the record of wintering gilts during
five years when the ration contained one part of chopped alfalfa

Fig. 2.--Gilts near farrowing. Wintered on grain and alfalfa.

u~ixedwith from two t o three pasts of grain. The gilts were fed
all they cared to eat of the mixture. When there was some indication that they were becoming too fleshy, the percentage of
alfalfa t o grain was increased. They were always in rather
heavy flesh a t the time of farrowing and produced rather large
litters of healthy pigs.
The gilts were farrowed during the latter part of March or in
April and were fed a medium grain ration during the sunlmer
while grazing on alfalfa pasture. Their summer records are
r;liow,.n under the nutubers shown in the footnote." At no time
\\-tarethe gilts given a full grain ration.
-.
- Record of gflts. summer of 1909. Bulletin 1 2 1 , x o t 37; 1910, present
bulletin, Lot 100; 1911, present bulletin, Lot 101; 1912, present bulletin,
Lot 102: 1913, present bulletin, Lot 103.
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When the winter feeding period began, about Noven~ber10, the
average weight of the gilts was 178 pounds. During the winter
the average daily gain per gilt was 0.91 pound. The winter
period was closed shortly before the first gilt farrowed. T h i ~
ranged from March 14 to April 1. At that time the avemge
weight was 301 pounds per gilt.
There were required on the average 477 pounds of grain and
181 pounds of alfalfa t o produce 100 pounds of gain. At the
prices assumed in this bulletin the average cost of grain and
alfalfa eaten in producing 100 pounds of gain was $5.30.
The average amount of grain fed daily per 100 pounds weight
of hog was 1.63. This is too light a grain ration to produce fast
or cheap gains. The alfalfa increased this t o 2.48 pounds, which
is still too light a ration for the most profitable results when
fattening hogs. However, this ration gave the hogs as much bulk
a s they would eat, which may be a n advantage, and brought
them forward to the time of farrowing sufficiently fast and in a
high enough condition of flesh.
That no trouble occurred a t the time of farrowing and that
fairly large, healthy litters were farrowed is an indication that
the ration has some merit. A smaller percentage of alfalfa probably would have given cheaper as well as faster gains but would
have made the gilts too fleshy unless the amount fed had been
kept considerably below a full feed.
The feed eaten by the average gilt during the four and one-half
months was equal in value to 13.5 bushels of corn. It cost a few
cents more to winter a gilt than an old sow, as these hogs were
wintered, but the period for the gilts was two weeks longer and
also the gain per head was greater than wit11 the old sows. The
net cost of wintering the gilt was less than that of wintering the
old sow, since the gilt made more gain than the old sow for the
feed eaten. Slow gains are usually more expensive than fast
gains. The value of the sow ready to farrow in the spring above
the value of the unbred sow of the same weight in the fall should
be considered when studping the cost of gains made on sows while
being wintered.

T A B L2.~
- Wintering
- young brood
-

iowr. Reoord of five dnt err-1909-1914.

EXPERIMENT 31.
Year.. ................................ 1909-1910
Date..

.............................

Lot No. .............................
Ration *. ..........................

Nov. 9
March 15
37

C.
B.
Ch. A.

1910-1911
Nov. 8
March 14
100

1911-1912
Nov. 14
March 19
101

C.
B.
R.
W.
Ch. A.

C.
S.
Ch. A.

Nov. 4

No. sows in lot ........................
25
25
25
No. days in experiment ................
126
126
126
Average first weight per sow, Ibs.. .......
201.2
155.6
188.4
322.8
Average last weight per sow, lbs. .......
276.4
276
121.6
Average gain per sow, lbs. . . . . . . . . . . . .
120.8
87.6
Average daily gain per sow, Ibs. . . . . . .
.95
.97
.695
Lbs. grain for 100 Ibs. gain ............
412
430
585
Lbs. alfalfa for 100 Ibs. gain ............
193
138
240
Lbs. feed for 100 Ibs. gain .............
605
568
825
Cost of feed for 100 lbs. gain . . . . . . . . . .
$4.30
W.12
$4.97
Cost of feed for wintering sow.. .......
5.20
6.04
5.36
Value of gain on sow a t $5.90 . . . . . . . . . .
7.17
7.13
5.17
Profit on sow above cost of feed ......
1.13
1.93
.19t
Lbs. grain fed daily per sow . . . . . . . . . .
3.98
4.12
4.07
Lbs. alfalfa fed daily per sow ...........
1.28
2.01
1.64
Lbs. f e d fed daily per sow ..........
5.99
5.40
5.71
Lbs. grain fed daily per 100 Ibs. wt. of sow
1.52
1.90
1.75
Lbs. feed fed daily per 100 lbs. wt . of sow
2.28
2.52
2.46
Lbs. grain fed during winter, per sow ...
501
519
513
Lbs. alfalfa fed tluling winter r sow. ..
253
161
207
Average mean weight of sow, g s . . . . . .
262
216
232.2
246.2 -1
* C . , corn; R., barley; Ch. A., chopped alfalfa; W., wheat; S., silage; A. H., slfalfa hay.
t Net cost of feed for wintering so .s .

242.1

1

239.7
Y

3
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PART 11.
CJOST OF THE 60-POUND PIG.
I n the following discussion and tables we show the cost of the
feed used in producing the average 50-pound pig raised on the
Substation during the past four gears, together with data on
other factors entering into the raising of pigs.
There are various ways of calculating the results. We have
found it difflcnlt to get a n accurate record of the sow from the
time she weaned a spring litter until ahe went into winter quarters that fall. We met with this difficulty because some sows
were sent to market, some raised fall litters, and some were kept
over without raising fall litters.

Fig. 3.-The

50-pound pig.

Cost of feed about $2.

I n a former bulletin we endeavoi-ed to give the record on the
sow for a complete year, or from the time she weaned one spring
litter until ~11e
weaned the next spring litter. We hat1 the record
on the gilts extend from about .\uglst 1 of thei~.first pear until
one year later.
I n the present bulletin we are leaving out of the record of the
old sows the time between the wt.nning of a spring litter and the
date the sows were put into winter qnnrters. We are, therefore.
giving the record of the old son7s from the time they went into
winter quarters nntil their pigs were weand and had reached the
average weight of 50 polindw. Tn order to havc the record of the
old aows and the record of thc young sow8 fairly comparable. we
are giving the record on the yonng sows from the time they went
into winter quarters until tllrir litters were weaned and had
reached the average weight of 50 pounds.
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rill feed eaten by the sow during the time indicated above and
all- feed eaten by the pigs until their average weight was 50
pounds each is charged to the sow. She is credited with the gnin
made in her weight between the time she went into winter quarters and the time her pigs reached tlle 50-pound weight. She is
also credited with the total weight of her pigs when their average
weight was 50 pounds.
There i s no account taken of any cost except that of feed.
Jabor, interest on investment, and risk-excepting the risk on
young pigs-are
not taken into account. These figures are intended t o give the cost of the fwd used in producing a 50pound pig.
The old sows were wintered on a ration of corn with alfalfa
hag in a rack or on a ration of one-htllf ground corn and o n e
half chopped alfalfa. This is given in detail llnder the heading
"Wintering Old Brood Sows." The young sow8 were wintered
on a ration of three-fourths corn, 01. corn and other grains, and
one-fourth alfalfa. This is given in detail under the hmding
"Wintering Ponng Rrood Sows." While suckling the pigs, all
sows were u ~ u a l l gfed a lihei*al ration of grain, alfalfa, and some
mill feeds. They were in alfalfa fields after the pigs were a few
weeks old. The pigs were fed corn a s uoon a s they cared to eat.
I n order to compare the coat of producing the ~ p r i n gpig and
the fall pig, we have given the results obtained by considering the
period beginning just before the sow farrowed and ending when
her pigs were weaned and had reached the 50-pound weight. I n
thin comparison the period covered is the ~ a n for
~ e the spring as
for the fall litters.
EXPERIMENT 32. PIGS FROM OLD SOWS.

I n Table 3 we give in detail the record for an average of 18
mws per winter for fonr winters. They were carried thrn the
winter on corn and alfalfa, a s has been stated. The average gain
on the sows from fall until they farrowed in the spring was 125
pounds. They lost about half of this gain while farrowing and
snckling the litters but weighed an arerage of 62 pounds more
when the p i p were weaned than when they went into winter
quarters the previous fall. These 62 pounds are credited to tlie
sow8 a t $5.90 per 100 pounds.
The average cost* of the feed per sow from fall until she
farmwed was $6.98, or the equivalent of 11.52 hnshelu of corn a t
47 cents per bushel. The average cost of the feed eaten by the
uomr from the time she farrowed until her pigs were weaned, and

* For price of

feed, see page 5.
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of the feed eaten by the pigs until their average weight was 60
pounds each, was $10.43. The average cost of all the feed used
by the sow and her litter was $17.41. The value of the 62 ponnds
gain on the sow reduced this t o a net cost of $13.76. Thie is the
net cost of the feed used in producing the litter to the average
weight of 50 pounds per pig.
-411 average of 11.1 p i p was farrowed per sow. The average
weight of each pig a t birth was 2.4 pounds. When the average
weight of the pigs was 50 pounds each, then the average number
of pigs per litter was only 6.55. From the date of being farrowed
until the 50-pound weight was reached, the pige gained a t the rate
of 0.53 pound each daily and reached the 50-pound weight when
89 days old.
The average cost of the feed used in producing the SO-pound
pig as here calculated is $2.11.
TABLE
3.-Cost of fee& for producing a 50-pound pig from old 8ozo8.
Four y w d rewrciLl910-1913.

EXPERIMENT 32.
Year..

................
.
..........

1910

1912
1911
-

No. sowsin lot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
20
14
346.5
Weight per sow in fall, Nov. 10, lbs. 322
330
Gain per sow during winter, Ibs.. ... 111 126.5
120
473
Weight per sowat farrowing time,lbs. 433
450
363.2
Weight per sow a t weaning time, lbs. 383
426
Loss per sow while suckling, Ibs. ... 60
109.8
24
Gain per sow during experiment, Ibs. 61
16.7
96
Grain eaten per sow before farrowing, bu.. ....................... 9.62 10.47
12.5
Grain eaten r sow and litter after
.................. 22.04 18.77 24.3
farrowing,
Cost of winter grain per sow
$4.52 $4.92
$5.88
Covtofwinteraltalfapersow .....
1.60 1.17
1.71
Cost of grain per sow and litter after
farrowing and until pigs average
50Ibs.each.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.36 8.83
11.42
Cost of summer pasture until aver.75
.75
.75
age weight of pig was 50 pounds..
Total cost of feed for sow and litter 17.23 15.67
19.76
Value of gain on sow a t $5.90 per
100 Ibs.. .....................
3.60
.5.66
.99
Net cost of feed for sow and titter.. 13.63 14.68
14.10
No. of pigs farrowed per sow. ..... 10.07 12.2
10.4
Av. weight of pigs when farrowed, lbs.
2.32 2.46
2.14
wt.
Av. age of pi s when 50-pound
reached in !ays.. ............... 91
90
89
Average daily gain per pig, Ibs.. ....
.52
-54
.528
No. of pigs raised per sow ......... 7
6.9
6.6
Cost of 50-pound pig. .
........ $1.95 $2.13 $2.13,

E..

.......

...

,

1913 Av'rage
18
324
142
466
397.5
68.5
73.5

18
330.6
124.9
455.5
392.4
63.1
61.8

13.5

11.52

17.3
$6.35
1.74

20.6
$5.42
1.56

8.13

9.68

.75
16.97

.75
17.41

4.34
12.63
11.3
2.7

3.65
13.76
11.1
2.4

87

89
.53
6.55
$2.11

.52
5.7
$2.22,
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EXPERIMENT 33. PIGS FROM YOUNG SOWS.

In Table 4 we give similar data on young sows. The gilts
gained a n average of 149 pounds each during the winter at a cost
of $7.28 for feed. This gave an average net profit of $1.59 per
head above cost of feed, considering corn worth 47 cents per
bushel. They ate during the winter the equivalent in value of
12.72 bushels of corn per head. The cost of the feed eaten by the
average sow, from the time she farrowed until her pigs were
weaned, and by the pigs, until their avenge weight was 50 pounds
each. was $8.46; or the cost of all feed for sow and litter from fnll
until the average pig weighed 50 pounds was $16.41. The avenge
increase i n weight of the sow during the experiment was 101.4
pounds. This a t $5.90 per 100 pounds reduced the cost of feed to
n net cost of $10.43 per sow and litter.

TABLE4.-Cost

of feed for protlfccing n 50-pound pig front young
sows. Four years' record-1910-1913,
E X P E R I M E S T 33.

Tear.

.........................

1911

25
201
159
360
275
85
74

....

..........................
farrowing, bu .................
coat of mnter grain, per sow.
cost of winter alfalfa, per sow.. ....
Coat of grain per sow and litter after farrowing and until pigs average 50 lbs. each ...............
Cost of summer pasture until average weight of pig was 50 lbs. ..
Total cost of feed for sow and litter.
Value of gain on sow at $5.90 per
1001bs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S e t cost of feed for sow and litter. .
Xumber of pigs farrowed per sow. ..
Av. weight of pigswhen farrowed. .
.4v. age of pigs when '50-lb, weight
reached, in days.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average daily gain per pig, Ibs.. . . .
Number of igs raised per sow ....
~ o & o f 5 0 - l ~ . p i .................
g

.....

1912

1913 Av'rage

---22
188
112
300
270
30
82

15
181
159.8
340.8
305.5
35.3
124.5

21
181.5
148.7
330.2
282.9
47.3
101.4

13.5

10.27

14.0

12.72

17.2
86.34
1.47

16.0
(4.82
1.13

19.7
$6.58
1.32

17.99
$5.98
1.22

8.96

8.08

7.52

9.26

8.46

.75
16.86

.75
16.64

.75
14.22

.75
17.91

.75
16.41

7.37
9.49
8
2.31

4.37
12.27
8.6
2.4

4.84
9.38
7.8
2.02

7.38
10.53
8.5
2.6

.5.98
10.43
8.2
2.31

101
.49
6.5
$1.46

108
.46
6.9
$1.78

96
.52
5.3
$1.77

90
.53
6.2
$1.70

$6.16

.99

99
.50
6.2
$1.68
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The average sow farrowed 8.2 pigs weighing 2.31 pounds each
a t birth. When the average weight of 50 pounds was reached. the
number liad decr~nsedto 6.2. From the date of being farrowed
until the 50-pound weigl~twas reached, the average pig gained
a t the rate of one-half pound daily and reached the 50-pound
weight when 99 days old.
According to this record and this method of calculation. the
cost of feed uued in producing the avemge 50-ponnd pig froni the
joung sow ~ v a s$1.68.
EXPERIMENT 34.

FALL PIGS.

COST OF F d L L A S D SPRISG PIGS ('OMPARED.

I n comparing tlie c w t of the feed eaten in producing a 50pound pig in the fall with the cost of tlie feed caten in producing
a sirnilale pig i n the s l ~ i n g we
, are alble to coilsitler o111y a short
period. In this comparison we are considering only tlie period
beginning just before the sow farrowed and ending when the
average weight of the pigs was 50 pounds each.
The fall pigs ccnnle after tlie niiddle of Septen~berund before
the niiddle of Octolwr. They had i~lfnlfapastnre until tlie alft~lia
was frozen. The pilsture has little value after October 20 of the
usual fall. The care and feed were tlie saule ill the fall as in the
spring.
Table 5 gives the records of the old soivs and young sows in
the spring and of the old so~t-sin the fall for four years. I n the
final avemge there arc 579 spring pigs fro111old R O ~ V A . 543 spring
pigs from yonng son.s, and 1.53 fill1 pips from old sows.
The young SOIVR ate less feed in producing the 50-pound pig
than old ROIVR. Tliey r:iised nearly as many pigs and grew then1
to the 50-pound ~ v e i g l ~neiilaly
t
a s quickly ns the old sows. The
in these tests. In
young 8 0 W ~ v a s111oreefticbient tlii~ntlle old
the record of the short period. the avt2ragecost of feed to produce
the 50-pouncl spring pig of t l ~ eold ROW \vils $3.0.5, and the yonng
BOW $1.Q1.
I n colnparing the average cost of the feed nsed in prodncing
the 50-pound pig in the spring with the ilverage cost of the feed
used in producing tile 50-pound pig in tlie fall, ~ v efind that in
these tests 111orefeed ~ v a sused in tlie fall thnn in the spring.
n ntlie
t fact that the fill1 pigs were on
This is probably on i ~ ~ c ~ oof
pashire a shorter tiliie than were tlie spring pigs. To offset the
gl-eater cost of feccl fol. the fill1 pigs, the sows farrowing in the
fill1 suffered a s~liall(lrloss in weight than did the sows that
filrrowed in the spring. This made tlie total charge against the
spring litter gre8ter than that against the fall litter. There was
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an average of one-half pig more per sow raised in the spring than
in the fall. The final average total cost of the feed used in producing the 50-pound pig is practically the same in the fall a s in
the spring. The cost is given a s $2.05 for the spring pig and $2.03
for the fall pig. The'cost of the fall pig in 1910 seems rather
low in the light of the results of the later years. If the results of
1910 wcre raised to the average of the three yeam following, the
cost of the fall pig would be $2.08.
These results indicate pretty strongly that under western
Xehraska conditions the fall pig may be flown from the time it
is farrowed until i t weighs 50 pounds a s cheaply a s the spring pig
during the same period of its life.
OLD VS. YOUNG SOWS.
COST O F PIGS FROM OLD SOWS AYD YOUNG SOWS COMPARED.

It has not been our purpose to determine the advisahilit? of
keeping old o r poring sows, hut the records here given throw some
light on this problem. It is our practice t o put on the markpt
earh summer the son7uthat did not give s s t i ~ f a c t o r yreturns or do
not give promise of good reslilts later. This should eive assurance that the old so1z.s were equally a s promising individuals a s
the roung sows.
The records of these herds during four years indicate that p i p
are produced cheaper from Toling than from old sows. The averape net cost of the feed used in producinr the 50-pound nig from
the old aows, as here indicated. was $2.10 and from the poung
sow $1.68. The old so~vsfarrowed l a r p r litters thnn the yoline
sows. probably hecanw the unnroliflc sows hnd heen culled out of
the old herd and not out of the young herd. but the old sows
rnised less than one-half pig per litter more than the young ROWR.
The pigs from the old sows weighed a little more a t birth and
pained slightly faster thnn the pigs from the yollng. SOWN. Rut
the old sows rxcell~dthe yonng. sows so slightly in t h ~ respects
e
that the young sows were able t o overcome these advantages of
the old sows in other wavs. The averape net rost of all f e d for
the young ROW and her litter wns $10.43 nnd for the old sow and
h r r litter. $13.76. Thr incren~ein weieht on the 1-ounp sows WRR
rreater than on the old ~ o w stho
, the feed for the former cost 1 ~
thnn for the latter. Tf old sows prndnce n i p as rheaplr ns young
sows, thev must raise enoligh more pips thnn the young sows t o
hnlnnce thr cxtra net expense of 1;eeninr thrni. They did not do
this in these tests. It nrould seem thnt choosing sows on account
of the number of p i e raised is a better practice than making the
nunlher of pigs farrowed the standard of promotion.
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THE COST OF

mowma PIGS ON ALFALFA

PUTUBE

AND CIEAIN.
We have the records of the grain fed t o and the gains made
by spring pigs running in alfalfa pastures and fed various
uruounts of grain duriug the past 10 yea1.R. The results ~ieciired
from 1904 t o 1910 inclusive are given in detail in Bulletin 121.
The cost of gains has varied with the size of the pigs, the amount
and kind of grain, and with the seaaons; during some summers
the pigs have made better gains on the same amount of feed than
during other summers.
In t h i s bulletin we have charged the pigs for alfalfa pasture
according t o the amount of grain fed, since pigs getting a full
grain ration eat leas alfalfa than similar pigs getting only a
light grain ration. The charge made is as follows: 0.6 cent per
head daily where a 0.5. per cent ration of grain was fed, 0.5 cent
daily where a 1 per cent ration of grain was fed, 0.4 cent daily
where a 2 per cent ration of grain was fed, and 0.3 cent daily
where a full feed wm given. When this charge is made, the
cheapest gain is not always that made largely from alfalfa
pare.
E X P E R I M E N T 36. RECORD OF P I G S DURING SUMMER O F 1911.

During the summer of 1911 we kept an accurate record of five
lots of pigs running in alfalfa pastures and fed a medium ration
of corn. There were 202 pigs in the five lots. The average
amount of corn fed daily per 100 pounds weight of the pigs was
2.75 pounds. The average daily gain per pig. was. 0.72 pound.
There were required 355 pounds of corn for 100 pounds of gain.
This grain a t 47 cents per bushel cost $2.98 per 100 pounds of
gain. The total cost of grain and alfalfa pasture per 100 pounds
of gain was $3.54. One bushel of corn with alfalfa pasture made
16.9 pounds of gain. The record of this summer is given in detail
in Table 6.
A 0.6 per cent ration i s 0.6 pound of grain daily per 100 pounds
weight of the pig.
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TABLEG.-Co8t

of gain8 on grain and alfulfa pasture.
pigs dwring sulnntcr of 1911.

Record of

E X P E R I M E N T 35.

Lot No..
Date

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 28

105

106

108

107

Aug. 10 Aug 9 Aug. 10 Aug. 10
Sept. 4 Oct. 31 Nov. 14 Oct. 31 Oct. 31

----Ration (alfalfa pasture). ...
No, pigs in lot ............
No. days in experiment. ....
Av. first weight per pig, 1bs .
Av.lastweightperpig,lbs.
Av. gain per pig, Ibs.. ......
Av. daily gain per ig, Ibs . .
Lbs. grain for 100
gai?.
Costofgrainfor100Ibs.gsin
Profit on 100 Ibs. gain . . . . . .
Profit per pig ............
Profit er ig daily.. .......
~rahred!~yperpig,~bs..
Grain fed duly per 100 Ibs.
weight of pig ...........
Av. mean weight of pig, Ibs.
Price received er bu. grain.
&st of 100 1&. gain, includlng pasture .........

Pha.

grn

I

Corn

Corn

64
68
55.6
111.5
55.9
.82
319
$2.68
3.22
1.80
.026
2.62

45
25
82
82
97
74.8
51.8
77.4
158.0
104.1
130.3
52.3
83.2
52.9
.857
.645
.64
342
407
349
SL.87
$3.42 $2.93
3.03
2.48
2.97
1.58
1.57
2.06
.019
.021
.019
218
3.49
'2.25

3.14
83.5
$1.03
3.16

Corn

Corn

35
82
63.0
117.8
54.8
.668
3.58
$3.01
2.89
1.58
.019
2.39

2.79
3.00
77.9
116.4
$0.967 $0.82

2.17
103.8
$0. 95

2.64
90.4
$0.92

3.88

3.55

3.60

3.50

E X P E R I M E N T 36. RECORD O F P I G S DURING SUMMER O F 1912

During the su~l~tlier
of 1912 an accumte record was kept of
the grain fed t o and the gains niade by six lots of 25 pigs each.
This record covers the period from July 15 to October 16. Three
lots were fed corn, and two lots were fed corn and shorts. The
average anlount of grain fed daily per 100 pounds weight of tlie
pigs was 2.12 pounds. The average daily gain per pig was 0.51
pound. There were 313 pounds of grain eaten to produce 100
pounds of gain. This grain cost $2.79 for 100 pounds of gain.
The charge for alfalfa pasture raises the cost of feed used in producing 100 pounds of gain to $3.57. One bushel of grain (56
pounds) with the alfalfa pasture niade 17.8 pounds of gain on
the h o g . Table 7 gives the results in detail.
EXPERIhlEN'I' 37. CORN COMPARED W I T H CORN AND SHORTS F O R
GROWING P I G S GRAZING ON ALFALFA PASTURE.

Lots 109.110, and 111, and Lots 112 and 113 give a comparison
of the results of feeding pigs a grain ration of corn o r of corn and
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~ h o r t swhen grazing on alfalfa pasture. h t s 109, 110, and 111
were similar and were handled in the same manner excepting thnt
1.at 109 was fed n ration of three-fourths corn and one-fourth
shorts while h t s 110 tlnd 111 were fed corn only. The mtcu of
gain and the amounts of p a i n eaten in making 100 pounds of gain
was the Furnie in I A ) 109,
~
fed corn and HII~IT~H,
and Lot 111, fed
corn. Lot 110, fed corn, niade faster and cheaper gains than
either of the other lota. As shorts c o ~ ItI ~ O ~per
C pound than corn,
the pigs fed corn riinde chwper gnins than those fed corn and
shorts.

TABLE7.-('ost

of goins ott grairr uarl alfalfa pasture. Record of
pigs dtcir'ng sunlmer of 192.2. Jttly 15 to October 16-92
days.

EXPERIklESTS 36 ASD 37.
Lot S o . . ........................ 109
Ration

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f Corn

f Shorts

110

111

112

Corn

Corn

Corn

113

4 Corn

1 Shorts

-----

S o . pigs in lot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Av. first weight per pig, Ibs.. ....... 45.2
Av. last weight per pig, Ibs. . . . . . . . 91.7
Av. inperpig,Ibs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46.5
.50
Av. %ilygain per pig. lbs.. ........
Grain for 100 Ibs. gain Ibs. ....... 303
Cost of grain for 100 lhs. gain . . . . $2.81
Profit. on 100 lbs. gain ............. 3.09
Profit per pig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.44
Profit per pie; daily . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.015
1.53
Grcun fed dally per pig, Ibs. . . . . . .
Grain fed daily per 100 Ibs. weight
ofpig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.23
Average mean weight of pig, Ibs. . . . 68.5
Price received per bushel grain. ... $0.97
Cost of 100 lbs. gain, including pasture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.60

25
25
44.6
47
96.2
93.5
51.6
46.5
.50
..56
273
303
$2.29 $2.55
3.61
3.35
1.86
1.56
.M
.017
1.53
1..53

25
62
105.7
43.7
.47
362
$ 3 .
2.86
1.25
,013
1.71

25
61.2
109.9
48.7
.53
325
$3.30
2.60
1.27
.014
1.71

2.17
70.4
$1.20

2.17
70.3
$1.09

2.03
83.9
$0.91

2.00
85.6
$0.84

3.00

3.34

3.88

4.05

. Lot 113 was fed corn and Lot 173 wau fed half corn and half
shorts. I n thi8 coniparison the rntion of corn and shorts gave a
little faster gain with Iew p a i n for 100 ponnds of gain than the
riition of corn. R ~ i the
t higher cost of the shorts ~iiadethe c o ~ of
t
gains from corn and shortu higher than fro111 corn alone. The
results of these two tests. while not conclnuive, indictite thnt when
pigs have the run of fields of alfalfa, corn iu au satisfactory a
rution a s corn nnd short8 in respecat t o t l ~ erate and cost of gains.

TABLE
8.-Cost of gain8

on grain and alfalfa pastwre. Record of pig8 during su??lmero f 1913.
July 29, 1913, to October l ~ , l g l 8 - days.
8~

EXPERIMENTS 38 AND
Lot NO..............................
Ration (alfalfa pasture)

.............

114

..........

116

Shelled corn soaked

No. ips in lot.. ..................... 20

AV. [rst weight per pig, lbs.

115

39.

117

118

119

Shelled corn dry

20
25
19
25
20
42
54.2
42.3
53
62
62
87.6
98.4 109
126.2
106.6 118
45.6
52.4
64.2
56.1
56
56
.77
.55
.63
.67
.67
.67
301
285
321
280
305
245

Average
of 3 lots
shelled corn ahelled corn
soaked
dry
Average

of 3 l o b

22
52.3
107.6
55.3
.66
288

Av. last weight per pig, Ibs.. ..........
.
Av. pain per pip;. Ibs.. ................
Av. k ; ~ i npc~r~,itrdnilg,lbs.. ...........
Lbs. ~ r t ~fur
i r ~
11-tu. gain.. ..........
Lbs. alfalfa for 100 1bs. gain. .....................................................
Total Ibs. led for 100 Iba. gain. ....... 305
288
301
245
321
2280
285
Cost of feed for 100 lbs. gain . . . . . . . . $2.56 $2.70 $2.06 $2.39 $2.35 8.53
$2.42
3.48
3.20
Profit on 100 Ibs. gain ................ 3.34
3.37
3.55
3.84
3.51
Profit per pig. ...................... 1.75
1.93
2.28
1.79
1.54
2.15
1.97
.019
Profit lb*'r 111l:daily .....-............
.023
.021
.021
.027
.026
.023
Price r t ~ c ~ i ~ per
, + , jbushel
l
main.. ...... $0.94 $1.03 $1.35 $1-16 $1.18 $1.OQ
1.14
Lbs. rain fed daily prr pic.. .......... 1.92
1.91
1.65
2.17
1.65
2.17
1.92
Lbs. fwd f ~ r daily
l
pl'r
......... 1.92 2.17 1.65 1.92 2.17 1.65
1.91
Lbs. arnindsily pnrl~nri:.;.of pig...
2.54
2.40
2.38
2.41
2.34
2.30
2.37
Lbs. irbc.cIdaily pcxr lo0 Ihs. wt. of pig.. . 2.38
2.54
2.41
2.34
2.40
2.30
2.37
Av. mean n7right p r pi^, Ihs.. ........ 80.04 90.0
64.8
79.9
94.1
70.4
81.0
$3.04
Cost of 100 lbs. gain, pasture included.. $3.20 $3.30 $2.66 $2 -99 $2.87 $3.27

22
52.8
07.7
54.8
.66

290

.......
290

$2.44
3.46
1.89
.023
1.11
1.91
1.91
2.38
2.38
81.6
$3.05
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EXPElRIMENT 38. FtX!ORD OF PIGS DURING SUMMER OF 1913.

For the summer of 1913 there is an accurate record of 129 p i s
fed in six lots from July 23 t o October 14. The ration was corn
and alfalfa pasture. The average amount of grain fed daily per
100 pounds weight of pig was 2.39 pounds. The average dailv
gain per pig was 0.66 pound. There were eaten 286 pounds of
grain in making 100 pounds of gain. The cost of the grain used
in producing 100 pounda of gain was $2.43. Adding the cost of
the alfalfa pasture to this raises the cost of 100 ponnds of gain to
$3.05. The records of this summer are given in detail in Table 8.
EXPERIMENT 39. DRY SRELLED CORN COMPARED WITH SOAKED
SFtELLBD CORN FOR GROWING PIGS ON ALFALFA PASTURB1.

I n the foregoing table, Lots 114 and 117 were composed of two
similar lots of pigs. I ~ o t s116 and 118 were similar also. Lots
116 and 119 also were similar. The only difference in the feeding
o r care of the pigs war, that the flrst lot mentioned in each comparison was fed shelled corn that had been soaked 12 hours while
the eecond lot in each comparison was fed dry ~helledcorn. In
the flmt two couplets, dry corn gave faster and cheaper gains
than soaked corn. I n the third couplet, the lot on shelled corn
did not do well, and the soaked corn gave faster and cheaper
gains than the drp corn. The average of the three lots shows that
dry corn and soaked:corn gave the same rate of gain with nearly
the same amount of dry corn find of soaked corn for 100 ponnds
of g i n . These results indicate that it was not profltahle to soak
corn for these pi@.
EXPERIMENT 40. RECORD OF GILTS ON GRAIN AND ALFALFA
PASTURE DURING FIW SUMMeJRS, 1909-1913.

The following table contains the record of the herd of gilts
selected each summer for the young dams of the next spring.
They were carried thru the summer, after the selection was made.
on a medium grain ration and alfalfa pasture. The record of a
lot consisting of 25 gilts during flve consecutive mniiiiers shows
that they ate an average of 339 pounds of grain for 100 pounds of
gain made a t the average rate of 0.92 pound daily per head.
There were 2.5 ponnds of grain fed daily per 100 p o ~ ~ n dweight
s
of the gilts. This ration brought the gilt8 into the winter quarters weighing 171 ponnds each. The record of their performance
during the winter is given in Part T of this bulletin.

TABLE
9.-arowittg

gilts on grain and alfalfapasture. Five year8' record-l909-1913.
There were 25 gilts in each lot.
E X P E R I M E N T 40.

Year..

..............................

Dat.e ..............................

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

Aug. 1
Nov. 7

Aug. 3
Nov. 9

Aug. 6
No". 8

June 28
Nov. 14

July 23
Oet. 14

Lot No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ration (alfalfa pasture). .............. 50rh Corn 75% Corn 100% Corn 100% Corn
50',:& Wheat (25% Wheat

I

No. dtrys in expcrin~ctnt...............
Av. first, weight per pig, Ibs.. .........
Av. last weight per pig, lbs. . . . . . . . .
Av. gain per pig, lbs. .................
Av. daily gain
pig, lbs. . . . . . . . . .
Grain for 100 l s gain, lbs. . . . . . . . . .
Cost, of grain for 100 Ibs. gain ........
Profit on 100 Ibs. gain ................
Profit per pig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
r ig, daily.. .................
Xnlb per pig, Ibs. . . . . . . . . .
Grain fed per 100 Ibs. wt. of pig, Ibs. ..
Av. mean wt. per pig, lbs. . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of 100 Ibs. galn, pasture included.

gef

F2
:; &

-

I

Average
of 5 y e w

I

Corn
Wheat

-103
77.1
171.0
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on alfalfa paature. Corn and alfalfa paature form an
excellent summer ration.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF GROWING mas ON ALFALFA PASTURE
AND GRAIN.

I n the following table we have brought together the records
of the various lots fed grain while grazing on alfalfa pasture, and
grouped then1 according to the amount of grain fed per 100
pounds weight of the pigs. The charge for pasture is arbitrarily
Bxed in accord with the grain ration. The lightest and heaviest
rations in this table should not be given too great value as there
were few pigs in these groups as compared with the numbers in
the three other groups. The heavier grain ration gives a higher
cost per 100 pounds of gain than the lighter grain ration but also
gives faster gains and by so doing gives more profit per pig in a
given time.
Considering the pigs on a 2, 24, and 3 per cent ration we find
the relative daily gains of the three groups are almost the same
as the relative amounts of grain fed to the three groups.
The ratio of the coat of grain and pasture for 100 pounds of
gain is as 81, 84, and 100 respectively ,when corn is 47 cents per
bushel. As the price of corn is increased, the difference in the
cost of gains becomes greater and is more in favor of the lighter
rations.
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T A B L10.-Reaulta
~

of f e w pigs grazing on alfalfa pasture,
amounts of grain..

variollrr

SUMMARY OF AVERAGES OF ALL TESTS.
Per cent of feed,
approximately
Prices used

...........

.I

1%

2%

..... . . . . Corn, f70 per bushel.

No. tests conducted ......
.......
No. pigs tested.
Per cent of feed fed ;. .....
Av , first weikht per p ~ glbs.
,
Av. daily g m n y r plg, lbs.
Char e for a1 alfa pasture
daify perpi cents. .....
Grain for 100 lfs . gain, lbs..
Cost of grain for 100 Ibs, gai
Cost of grain and pasture
.......
for 100 l b ~gain.
.
Daily profit per pig above
cost of grain. ...........
Daily proEt per ig above
cost of grain an8 pasture.

I

Av'rage

31%t

3%

221%

H o p , $5.90 per 100 lbs.
I

I

.

I

-

Pfices used

.I

Hogs, 86.60 per 100 Ibe.

.I C a m , 600 per bushel.

Hogs, 87 per 100 lb8.

. ., . :: : ........ Corn, 50c per bushel.

Pdcw used ..............

.I

Prioea wed .............. Corn, 700 per bushel. Hogs, 87.60 per 100 lb8.

'Then WM a amdl roportion of feedr other than corn fed to oerbin l o b in them eonwad-

now. Thid is nocountelfor in the cod of ~ h s .
Tht
t There were more of,the feedr other than oorn fed to this than (q the other
mcounta for the pun In t b grou ue~agIem grain for 100 poundm of g u n and the gain mule by
them ooltiag more per 100 pounrh thsn in the 0 t h group..

Pwk Production.
The r a t i o of the daily proflt per pig when corn ie 47 cent^
per bushel and hogs $5.90 per 100 pounds is as 76, 85, and 100,
and when corn is 70 cents per bushel and hogs $7.50 per 100
pounds the ratio is as 91, 100, and 100. Higher prices favor the
lighter r a t i o n of 2 per cent but do not bring ae much proflt from
l h i e ration as from the heavier rations. With corn and hoge a t
the lowest prices here used, the 3 per cent ration gave the most
proflt ; but with the highest prices u A , the 21 per cent ration
gave a8 much proflt as the 3 per cent ration.
It ie o u r opinion that rations lighter than 21 or 2 per cent are
not a s protitable as these rations even with the price of corn high,
as the light rations do not permit of snfecient growth to keep the
hogs i n a healthy and thrifty condition. It is seldom that a
"runty" lot of pigs gives much proflt on any winter ration.
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PART IV.
FATTENING HOGS.
E X P E R I M E N T 41. CORN AND SUPPLEMENTARY F E E D S FOR
FATTENING IIOGS. W I N T E R O F 1911-1912.

Coniparisons were made of various ways of feeding corn and
protein supplements to corn in fattening hogs in the winter of
1911-1912. Ten lots of 10 pigs each were fed from Kovember 14,
1011, to February 27, 101%-10G
days.
The rations fed were as follows:
Lot 121, Shelled corn.
Lot 123, Ear corn and alfalfa hay in a rack.
Lot 123, Shelled corn and alfalfa hay in a rack.
Lot 124, Ground corn and alfalfa hay in a rack.
Ifit 125, Ground corn 90 parts and alfalfa meal 10 parts.
Lot 126, Ground corn 90 parts and shorts 10 parts.
Lot 127, Ground corn 90 parts and oil meal 10 parts.
Jlot 128, Ground corn 95 parts and tankage 5 parts.
Lot 129, Ground corn 90 parts, oil meal 10 parts, and alfalfa
hay in a rack.
Lot 130, Ground corn 95 parts, tankage 5 parts, and alfalfa
hay in a rack.
These rations ranked as follows in rapidity of gains, pounds of
feed for 100 pounds of gain, cost of feed for 100 pounds, and
profit per hog.

Lot
Lot
Lot
Tlot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

Gain per
Ranked accordiny to rapidity of gain.
pig, lbs.
130, Ground corn 95 parts, tankage 5 yurts, and al-falfa hay in a rack.. ........................... 1.26
129, Ground corn 90 parts, oil meal 10 parts, and alfalfa hay in a rack.. ...........................1.25
128, Ground corn 95 parts and tankage 5 parts. ....... 1.25
127, Ground corn 90 parts and oil meal 10 parts. .... 1.24
126, Ground corn 90 parts and shorts 10 parts.. ..... 1.05
125, Ground corn 90 parts and alfalfa meal 10 parts. 1.00
124, Ground corn and alfalfa hay in a r a c k . . ........ .90
122, Ear corn and alfalfa hay in a rack. ............. .79
123, Shelled corn and alfalfa hag in a rack.. ........ .78
.78
121, Shelled corn ..................................
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Ranked according to poun& of feed errten to prodrice
Feed for 100
I00 portnds of gain .
lhs gain.
l b ~
..
Lot 127 Ground corn 90 parts and oil 1 1 1 ~ ~101 parts . . . . . 467
Lot 128. Ground corn 95 part# and tankage 5 parts ....... 469
Lot 130 Ground corn 95 partu. tankage 5 part8 and alfalfa hay in a rack ............................. 4M
Lot 129 Ground corn 90 parts. oil n~eal10 parts. and alfalfa hay in a rack ............................487
Tht 126 Ground corn 90 parts and shorts 10 parts . . . . . . . 511
Lot 125 Ground corn 90 parts and alfalfa meal 10 ptirts . . 536
t o t 123 E a r corn and alfalfa hay in a n c k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 586
TA t 124. Ground corn and alfalfa hap in a rack ........... 597
Lot 123 Rhelled corn and alfalfa hay in a rack ........... 603
Int 121. Shelled corn ..................... ........... 610

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.
gain .

Cost of 100
Ranked according to econom.y of
Ibs . gain .
Lot 1.30 Ground corn 95 parts. tankage 5 parts. and a <
falfa hay in a rack ...........................14.14
Lot 128. Ground corn 96 parts and tankage 5 parts . . . . . . 4.21
Tbt 127. Ground corn 90 part^ and oil meal 10 parts ..... 4.23
I.o t 129. Gronnd corn 00 parts. oil nieal 10 parts and alf a l f a h a g i n a rack ........................... 4.39
T A ~ 125 Ground corn 90 parts and alfalfa men1 10 parts . 4.45
Tht 126 Ground corn 90 parts and uhorts 10 parts ....... 4.47
T. o t 122 E a r corn and alfalfa hay in a rack .............. 4.80
Tht 124 Ground corn and alfalfa hay in a rack ........... 4.93
T&t 123 Shelled corn and alfalfa hap in a rack .......... 4.93
T. o t 121 8helled corn .................................. 5.13

.

.
.

.
.
.

.

Lot 130.

.
.

128
T A ~ 127.
T.ot 129
riot
TA t
ldt
TIot
Tht
Lot

.
.

126
125
124
122.
123
121

.
.

.

Profit
Ranked according to profit par hog .
per hog.
Ground corn 95 parts. tankage 5 parts. and nlfalfa hay in n rack ............................. $2.35
Ground corn 95 parts and t a n k ~ g e5 parts . . . . . . 3.25
Ground corn 90 parts and oil men1 10 parts . . . . . 2.20
Ground corn 90 1)artw. oil nieal 10 parts and a1falfa hay in a rack ............................. 2.13
Ground corn 90 partn and shorts 10 parts . . . . . . 1.59
Ground corn 90 1 ) n r t ~nnd alfalfa m ~ a 10
l parin . . 1.53
Ground corn find alfalfa h:ig in t i rack . . . . . . . . .93
E a r corn and alfalfa hag in a rack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .92
Shelled corn and alfalfa hay in a r;ick . . . . . . . . . . . .SO
.
Shelled corn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .64

.
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In this test the rations containing tankage and the rations
containing oil meal gave quite similar reaults. The ration of 95
parts corn and 5 parts tankage with alfalfa hay in a rack gave
the fastest and cheapest gains and the most profit but did not
produce 100 pounds of gain with as little feed a s either the ration
of 90 parts corn and 10 parts oil meal or the ration of 96 parts
corn and 5 parts tankage. The last ration mentioned mas second
in the profit given, and nearly identical with the ration of corn,
tankage. and alfalfa hay in all points of comparison. The two
rations containing tankage ranked first in most comparisons but
only a very little ahead of the ration containing oil meal.
The ration of 90 parts corn and 10 parts oil meal gave slightlv
cheaper gains and more profit than the same ration with alfalfa
hap in a rack. When tankage or oil meal formed part of the
ration, the alfalfa hag did not have much influence on the reeults.
The ration composed of 90 parts corn and 10 parts shorts. and
the ration composed of 90 parts corn and 10 parts alfalfa meal
gave nearly the same results. Tn these rations, shorts and alfalfa
meal had nbout the same feeding value.
Ground corn with alfalfa hap in the rack gave slower gains
nnd less nrofit in this test than a ration of 90 parts corn and 10
parts alfalfa meal.
Ground corn with alfalfa hap in n rack gave faster gains and
a little more profit, excluding the cost bf grinding, than shelled
corn or ear corn with alfalfa in a rack. The margin in favor of
the mound corn would not have paid for the grinding.
Ear corn mve slightlp faster gains and more profit than
uhelled corn. 'It rqnired less corn on the ear than shelled corn
or ground corn to produce 100 pounds of gain.
Corn fed alone gave slower gains. reqniwd more feed for 200
pounds of gain, produced gains a t a n e a t e r cost, and gave lesa
profit than any other ration used in the experiment.
During the winter. the weather mas unuslially severe and
lwtions containing tankage, oil meal or shorts. mill nrodncts that
etimulated the annetite of the hogs. gave more favornhle results
in comparison with rations of corn or corn and alfalfa than dnring the normal minters. The hogs on all rations ate less in proportion to their weight than uaual. This resulted in slower gains
and consequently more expensive gains and less proflt than usual.
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22 cents in nine lots. There warJ more variation than this in the
profit per pig, but even this variation was rather small.
In this test, ear corn and alfalfa hay in a rack, and shelled
corn and alfalfa hay in a rack tied for first place in rapidity of
gains. Ear corn and alfalfa hay in a rack required the least
feed for 100 pounds of gain, made 100 pounds of gain a t the least
cost, and gave the most profit per pig of any of the 11 rations.
The ration of shelled corn and alfalfa hay in a rack was next to
ear corn and alfalfa hay in the cost of 100 pounds of gain and
profit per pig, but was fifth in the amount of feed required to
produce 100 ponnds of gain. Ground corn and dfalfa hay
ranked rather low in the rate of gain and amount of feed eaten
for 100 ponnds of gain. No charge was made for grinding the
corn. The corn was ground for all lots excepting Nos. 132
and 133.
Of the two lots fed 95 parts corn and 5 parts tankage, the lot
not given alfalfa ranked the higher in all points of comparison
except in the rate of gain, in which comparison the two lots were
almost equal. The lots fed these ratione ranked near each other
in all comparisons excepting in the amount of feed eaten to produce 100 pounds of gain.
The lot fed corn, tankage, and alfalfa hay ate the same amount
of corn and tankage to produce 100 pounds of gain as the lot fed
corn and tankage, and also ate 5 pounds of alfalfa. I n this teat
the hogs fed tankage gave better resulta than the hogs fed oil
meal, shorts, alfalfa meal, or corn alone, about the same results
as the lot fed cold pressed cottonseed cake and not as profitable
results aa the lots fed ear or shelled corn and alfalfa hay.
The lot fed 90 parts corn and 10 parts cold pressed cottonseed
cake was above either lot fed tankage in rate of gain but below
both tankage lots in pounds of feed for 100 pounds of gain and
cost of 100 pounds of gain and practically tied with the better
tankage lot in the profit per pig. I n this test, cold pressed cottonseed cake was superior to oil meal in all comparisons excepting
in the pounds of feed required to produce 100 pounds of gain.
The pige fed 90 parts corn and 10 parts oil meal and the pigs
fed 90 parts corn and 10 parts oil meal and alfalfa hay in a rack
made the same daily gain and ranked together or very cloee in
the other points of comparison. These lots ranked lower in rate
of gain than the lots fed tankage or cottonseed cake but about
equal to the lot fed ground corn and alfalfa hay in a rack and
higher than the lots receiving rations containing corn and shorts
or alfalfa meal, or corn alone.

T

or llltteninp lh0988 O c t o i h

A 12.-Cmpavi8on
~ ~ ~
of corn with corn and xrrppletamtflt'g fccd8
18, 1913, to J1e'e)ruary1, 1913-109 day8*
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The ration of 90 parts ground corn and 10 parts shorts ranked
equal to, o r a little higher than, ground corn and alfalfa hay in
the rack in rate of gain, nnd higher in pounds of feed eaten for
100 pounds of gain. but lower in cost of 100 pounds of gain and
than ear or
profit per pig and ranked lower in all co~l~parisons
shelled corn wit11 alfillfn hay in a rack. Tile ration containing
shorts and the ration containing alfalfa nleal ranked close to
each other in all colnparisons with the advantage in favor of the
shorts in each conlparison. These two rations and the ration of
ground corn and alfalfa 1iay in a ]*ark gave very nearly the sanio
results, with the advantage always in favor of the latter ration.
It is noted that a11 lots did nluch better than during tlie previous winter. \Ye believe this was dne to the weather being
much l~iorefavorable. The chnngr noted in tlie ranking of the
viirious lots, \vc a t t r i h ~ t eI:lrg,rcly to the diffrrence in the weather.
T t has been our observation tliat coign and nlfalfa give hetter results i n coniparison wit11 rations containing mill feeds, when the
minter is open and the weather mild. I t seems apparent that
during unfavomhle wentllcr it is an advantage to give a r.?tio!l
that will induce the hogs to eat more feed. TTsunll,v hogs will
eat more corn when fed sonie tankage, oil n~eal.or shnrts with thc
corn. This makes the ration more costly, and i t may not be profit:tble if the hop8 would eat the snme nniount of corn and alfalf?
without the nliH product.
V e have observed also that when Iiogs were out of condition a
variety of feeds has stiniulnted tlle npprtite. rnased t l ~ ehogs to
eat more. and tlie~.el)pgive n1ol.e profitable results than corn ant1
alfalfa. hut when the hogs were in good condition and the weather
favorable wc have not found any ration superior to corn and
alfalfa with the usual price^ of foodstuffs prevailing. A ration
of corn and a sinall percenttlgr of a mill p r r d i ~ c thfiving a higll
protein content nsnally lias given faster gains with less feed for
100 pounds of gain tlinn corn and alfalfa. hut usiially under
h
as
normal conditions this ration llas not given as n i ~ ~ cprotlt
corn and alfalfa.
EXPERIMENT 43. WHEAT AND RYE COMPARED WITH CORN FOR
FATTESISG HOGS WITH AND WITHOUT ALFALFA HAY.

n u r i n g the wint(>r of 1913-1914. fro111 O ( 2 t o h ~21,
1 1913, to
lots of 10 pigs racli were fed t h e folJanuary 27. 1914. !IS days, 'i
ln~vingrations with n1f:llfa hay in ].nc8ksin addition:
T,ot 142, Shelled c o ~ nd~-y.
1'0t 14.3, \\'hole 1v11c:lt d1.y.
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Lot 144. Whole whc~ntsoaked.
Lot 146, Ground wllc~at nloiwtened.
Lot 146, Ground wlieat soitked.
Lot 147, Whole rye soaked.
Lot 14s. Oronnd rye nloistenetl.
Six other lots \\-ere frtl tlie st~iueri~tiolisax Lots 14:! to 147
iucblnsive withoat alfalfa hay. Tllis tlul)licaatetlall lots exceljting
1 ~ )148.
t
.
I
full feed was given tlic pigs twice d:lily. As the relative
!vaults from the first group arc. :rlnlost identical with the relative
results fro111 the second group, we sl~alldiscuss only the conibined results of the two g r o u p .
The ration8 a1.e ranked lwlow acbcording to tlie rapidity of
rain and the pounds of feed rcbclnired to produce 100 pounds of
gain. A s 1 ~ 7 t \v:is not dnl)lic.ated it does not appear in t1ic.w
conipari~onq.
Gain daily
Kntrlitd rrc.c.f)t.rli~~g
lo 1,trl)idity of gaitr.
per pig, lba.
I ~ t s146 and 158, (;round wl~erlt ~ o ; ~ k e t.l... . . . . . . . .
.. . . . 1.41
I,ots 145 and 152. (fronnd wllt.;~t ~ ~ i o i s t e n e d............
..
1.56
1,ots li:! and 149, Sl~ellc~d
t.or11 dry. ..................... 1.11
1,ots 144 and 151. IVhole \vlle:~t xo:ik~~d.
................. 1.05
r ~ t 143
s
and 150. IYholt~ \vhe:~t d r y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.03
I ~ t 147
s
and 154, \Yhole rye soaked.. ................... .H8
Ranlicrl ac.c.ortlit~fjto fcc~l for. 100 porcntls
pounds feed for
of gain.
100 IhR. gain.
1 ~ t s146 and 153, Ground wlieat so:lked.. ................ 418
Imts 145 and 152, Ground w11c~;lt n~oistmcd.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43.3
Ifits 142 and 149, Shelletl con1 d r y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 479
Lots 144 and 151, Whole \vl~eat so:~kt,d..............
. . 514
Lots 148 and 150, Whole wheat d r y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 519
J A ~ R147 and 154, Whole rye xoaked.. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . 858

.
.

...

Ground wheat soaked gave fi~xtergains and required lew grain
f o ~1 0 0 1)ountls of g a i ~ itlinli :111y othri. ration. Cironnd ~vlieiit
moistened followed closely. If we xhould :idnlit 1,ot 1.18. fed
ground y e moistened, into this comparison, it would rank next
to ground wheat nioistcned in rapidity of gain and just lower
than corn and higher tlian wliole wheat in tlie aiiiount of .mail1
required for 101)~)onndsof gain. n u t a s this lot ~ v u snot duplii l d it into this comparisoxi.
cated we do not feel that \ve ~ l i ~ ~admit
Whole wheat. either dry or soaked, made slower gains and re-
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quired more grain for 100 pounds of gain than dry shelled corn.
Whole rye soaked made the slowest gains and required the most
grain for 100 pounds of gain of any ration in the test.
Soaking the ground wheat increased the rate of gain slightly
and decreased the amount of feed required to produce 100 pounds
of gain, 15 pounds. This indicates that soaking the ground wheat
increased its feeding efficiency about 4 per cent.
Grinding the wheat increased its feeding eficiency 21 per cent,
or one bushel of ground wheat produced a s much gain on the hogs
a s 1.21 bushels of whole wheat. The ground wheat also produced
luuch faster gains than the whole wheat. It is possible that the
scattering of whole wheat thinly over the ground and thereby
making the hogs eat i t slowly, niag lessen t o a small extent the
necessity of grinding.

Fig. 5.-Hogs fattened on wheat. One bushel of ground wheat equals 1.21
bushels of whole wheat.

There was no check lot fed ground rye moistened, but the results from the one lot indicate that grinding the rye increased its
efficiency 15 per cent, or 1 bushel of ground rye produced the
same gain a s 1.15 bushels of wl~olerye. Tlie ground rye gave a
very much faster gain.
One bushel of shelled corn prodlived the sanie gain as 1.16
bushels of whole q e and very slightly lliore gain than one bushel
of ground rye. The corn produced ~i~uc-h
faster gains than the
whole rye but not quite a s fast gains as the ground rye.
One bushel of ground wheat produced the same gain a s 1.2
bushels of shelled corn.
One pound of ground wlieat produced the sanle gain a s 1.11
pounds of corn.
One bushel of shelled corn produced dightly more gain than
one bushel of whole wheat.
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AB long as all lpts are fed principally on corn, the coat of a
bushel of corn affects all lots similarly; but when one lot is fed
corn, another lot wheat, and a third lot rye, the relative prices
of the grains bear an important part in determining the merit of
the various rations. We, therefore, in this experiment give the
relative results when corn is 47 cents per bushel and hogs $5.90
per 100 pounds and also when corn is 65 cents per bushel and
hogs $7.75 per 100 pounds, with wheat.70 cents per bnshel and
rye 50 cents per bnshel in both comparisons.
Ranked according to economy of gain. Corn at
47 cents per bwhel, w h a t at 70 cents per
Cost of 100
bushel, hogs at $5.90 per 100 Ibs.
lbs. of gain.
Lots 142 and 149, Shelled corn d r y . . ....................$3.97
Lots 146 and 153, Ground wheat soaked. ................ 4.84
Lots 145 and 152, Ground wheat moistened.. ............ 5.00
5.51
Lots 147 and 154, Whole rye soaked..
Lots 144 and 151, Whole wheat soaked.. ................ 5.92
Lots 143 and 150, Whole wheat dry.. ................... 5.99

...................

Ranked accordhg to profit per pig. Corn at 47
Profit per
cents per bushel, hogs at $5.90 per 100 tbs.
Pig.
Lots 142 and 149, Shelled corn dry. .................... .$2.11
Lots 146 and 153, Ground wheat soaked. ................ 1.46
Lots 145 and 152, Ground wheat moistened.. ............ 1.21
Lots 147 and 154, D'hole rye soaked.. ................... .34
Lots 144 and 151, Whole wheat soaked.. ................ Jdss
Lots 143 and 150, Whole wheat dry.. ...................Loss

With these prices prevailing, corn was a more prodtable feed
than wheat or rye. The corn produced cheaper gains and more
profit per pig than wheat or rye. However, when we assign to
corn and hogs the prices prevailing while the experiment was in
progress, which was 65 cents per bushel for corn and $7.75 per
100 pounds for hogs, then corn does not hold first place in economy of gain or profit per pig, as is shown in the following comparisone :
Ranked according to economy o f gain. Corn at
Coat of 100
6; cents per bwhel, hogs at $7.75 per 100 Zbs.
l b . of gain.
Lots 146 and 153, Ground wheat soaked.................$4.84
Lots 154 and 152, Ground wheat moistened..
4.99
b t s 142 and 149, Shelled corn d r y . . ....................5.47
J ~ t e147 and 154, Whole rye soaked.. ...................5.50
Lots 144 and 151, Whole wheat soaked. ................. 5.92
Lots 143 and 150, Whole wheat d r y . . ................... 5.98

............
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to profit per piy. Corn a t 65
per
c.c'trts pcr bztshel, hogs a t $7.75 per 100 lbs.
pig.
Lots 146 and 163, Ground wheat soaked. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4.02
Lots 145 and 182. (;round wlleat ~lloistened.............. 3.70
Lots 142 and 149, Shelled corn d r y . . .................... 2.49
Lots 147 and 154, \\'hole rye soaked.. ................... 1.97
I d s 144 and 151, \\'hole wheat soaked.. ................ 1.91
Lots 143 and 150, \\'hole wheat dry. .................... 1.80
~ < ( l l l k according
~f~

With these prices prevailing, ground wheat either soaked or
moistened gave chenper gains and liiore profit per pig than corn,
but corn gave clieaper gi~insand nlore profit than whole wheat
either dry or soaked.
If we should include Lot 7, fed ground rye moistened, in this
coniparison, it \vonld rank Arst in coostof 100 pounds of gain because of its reliltivel,~low prirc per bushel, and would rank ahead
of corn, and after ground wlieat in profit per pig.
There was required considerably 111orewhole soaked rye than
whole soaked wheat or dry corn to produce 100 pounds of gain,
but a s rye was priced ;it 50 cents per bushel and wheat a t 70
cents per bushel, tllc \vhole rye giive lilore profit than the whole
wheat. The rate of glin 1vt1snlucll less from rye than from wheat.
goaking the ground wheat decrenwd the cost of 100 pounds of
gain 15 cents, illcreased the profit per pig 32 cents, and raised the
price received p(lr bushel of wlleat 4 cents, when hogs were worth
$7.78 per 100 pounds and wheat worth 70 cents per bushel.
Soaking the whole wheat decreawd the cost of 100 pounds of
gain 6 cents. increased the profit per pig 9 cents, and r a i ~ e dthe
price received for one busllel of wheat 1 cent, with prices as in
the ],I-ec'edingparagrapll.
Grinding the wlleat and soaking it a s compared with feeding
whole wheat soaked decre;lwd the cost of 100 pounds of gain
$1.08, increased the profit per pig F2.11, and raised the price received for one bushel of ~ h r i l 21
t cents.
Grinding the wllcut iind ~lloiateningit a s co~llparedwith feeding dry whole wheat decreiised the cost of 100 pounds of gain 99
cents, increased the profit per pig $1.90. and raised the price received for one I)usllel of wll~tlt38 cents.
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TABLE13.-Comparison of oor,r, icheat. and rye for. fattenitr!~h o p .
Whole grairt cornpurer1 w i t h ground grain. Acerage of two
tests-October 21, 1913, to January 27, 1914-98 days.
There were 9 pigs in each lot.
EXPERIMENT 43.
Lot KO.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142-149 143-150 144-151 145-153 146-153 147-154
Ration ...................Shelled Whole Whole Ground Ground Whole
wheat wheat wheat wheat
corn
rye
soaked moist- soaked soaked
dry
dry
ened
-Av. first weight per pig, lbs.
Av. last weight per pig, lbs.
Av. ain per pig, lbs. .....
AV. iaily gain per ig, Ibs.
Lbs. grain for 100 l b . gain,
lbs ...................
Lbs.alfalfa for 100Ibs. gain,

108.8 109 0 107.5 108.8 109.3
217.9 209.1 210.4 242.7 247.2
109.1 100.1 102.9 133.9 137.9
1.36
1.41
1.11
1.02
1 05

109 9
196.6
86.7
.88

468

510

504

426

413

546

Ibs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

9

10

7

5

12

lbs. .................... 479
Av.meanweightperpig,lbs. 163.4

519
159.1

514
158.9

433
175.8

418
178.3

558
153.3

Total feed for 100 Ibs. gain,

Prices used..

.............

Corn, 47c per bushel.

Cost of feed for 1001bs.gain $3.97
Profit on 100 Ibs. of gain..
1.93
Profit per pig . . . . . . . . . . . 2.11
Profit per ig daily. . . . . . .
.021
pricerecl&r bushel grain
.70
Prices used.. .............
Cost of feed for 1001bs.pin

Profit on 100 Ibs. of gmn..
Profitperpig . . . . . . . . . . . .
Profit per pig daily .......
Price rec'd per bushel grain

Hogs, $5.90 per 100 lbs.

$5.99 $5.92 $5.00
.90
.02*
.09*
Loss
1.0s.~ 1.21
Loss
Loss .012
321
.69
.70

$4.84 $5.51
1.06
.39
1.46
.34
.015
,003
.81
.535

Corn, 65c per bushel. Hogs, $7.75 per 100 Ibs.
$5.47
2.28
2.49
.025
.92

*Loss on 100 pounds of gain.

$5.98 $5.92 44.99 $4.84
1.77
1.83
2.76
2.01
1.80
1.91
3.70
4.02
.037
,019
.019
.041
1.09
1.13
.91
.92

$5.50
2.25
1.97
.02
.71

TARLE
14.-Compat.irron of corn, wheat, and rye for fattening hogs. Whole grain compared with
ground grain. Duplicate tests in detail. October 21, 1913, to January 27, 1914-48 days.
EXPERIMENT 43.
Group I
Lot

Group II

No. ...................................... -...

Ration'

No. iga in lot
-................ 10
Av. grstweightperpjg.Ibs. ....... 124
vt!~ct~
P(.~PIC.
t
Itla..
233.5
I .I
r
. I - - , 109.5
A\.. e n ~ np1.r l l l f d a i l y . lhs. . .
1.11
J,l.n3. C ~ % I I rI i ~ rI I K I 1113. znin, lhn. 470
.\v. I,I.I

J,lbn.~tlf~~lf:~
fur loll l b q . ~ u i ~ ~ , l h s .21
Tt,lnl l1.j ir-rat lor l c H ) lldr. anin. 401
~r.ralfor 1M It,*. m i n t . $5.53
T'mlil orx INJIhn. cnin ..........
2.22

C:o?r ol

Profit Fvr plr ....
r
r r
I
n i l - . . .
.
I'rii-r rr.r.eir.~dp-r\~r~ahcI
~rnin.
T.lr*. ~ r n l nlrrl doily per pig
1.11s. f ~ r . ( l fr.rl d:rily p..r PIC .....
1 , l ~Rrnln l ~ r 4l 1 ~ 1 prr
l y 1lMIlh.
v-rrcl~tof PIP.. -. ...
1,ha. !v+d f+ddrrily prr l k l b s .

2.43
.0247
.Ql
5.25
5.48
2.93

w e ~ h of
t pig..
3.06
Av. mean weight per pu. Ibs..... 178.8

*S.C., shelled corn: W. W..whole wheat; Qr. W.,ground wheat; W. R. whole rye: Qr. R, ground rye; A. E., alfalfa hay.
t Prim: How. per 100 Ibs.. $7.75: corn, per bushel. 66 cents; wheat. per bushel. 70 cents; rye, per buhel. 50 cents: alfalfa hay, per b n , $8.

I
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EXPERIMENT 44. CORN AND ALFALFA COMPARED WITH CORN,
SHORTS, AND ALFALFA FOR GROWING AND
FATTENING HOGS.

The 64 pigs used in this experiment were fed 3.14 pounds of
corn daily per 100 pounds of their weight and ran in an alfalfa
pasture from J u n e 28, 1911, when they were weaned, until September 4, 1911, when this experiment began. During this time
the average daily gain per pig was 0.82 pound. The amount of
corn eaten in producing 100 pounds of increase in weight was
319 ponnds. Their record during this time is given in detail
under Lot 104, Table 6, summer of 1911.
On September 5, 1911, this lot of 64 pigs was divided into two
uniform lots of 32 pigs each. The average weight of those in Lot
155 was 112 pounds and of those in Lot 156, 115 pounds. From
thie d a t e until November 14, 10 weeks, each lot grazed on alfalfa
pasture. Lot 155 was fed 3.34 pounds of ground corn daily per
100 pounds of the weight of the pigs, and Lot 156 was fed 3.30
pounds of a mixture of two-thirds corn and one-third shortcc.
The pigs fed corn gained 0.05 pound more per head daily than
those fed corn and shorts and ate 19 pounds less grain for 1 0
pounds gain. Using the prices given in this bulletin, as &own on
page 5, the pigs fed corn alone gave 1.6 times as much plbofit as
those fed corn and shorts.
From November 14, 1911, to January 2, 1912, the two lots of
hogs were kept in dry lots and wem fed tile grain rations indicated above with alfalfa hag in racks. The weather was clo excessively cold that the gains on both lots were low and quite expensive. During this winter period of seven weeks, Lot 155 was
fed 2.48 pounds of grain daily per 100 pounds of the weight of
the pigs, and Lot 156 was fed 2.60 pounds. The pigs fed the mixtare consisting of 2 parts corn and 1 part shorts gained 0.06
pound more per head daily than those fed corn alone. The pigs
getting the former ration required 2 pounds more grain to produce 100 pounds of gain than those getting the ration of corn.
The profit per pig was 32 cents for those fed corn alone and 0.4
cent for those fed corn and shorts.
I f we combine the summer and the winter periods, we find
that the average daily gain was the same on both lots, and that
there were required 16 pounds more of the corn and shorts than
of the w r n alone to produce 100 pounds of gain. The profit on
the pigs fed corn alone was almost twice a s much as on thosnfed
corn and shorts. This is considering corn worth 47 cents per
bushel. shorts 824 per ton, and h o p $5.90 per 100 pounds. Tf the
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shorts had cost $15.17 per ton it would have given the same profit
as corn a t 47 cents per bushel in this test On this basis, corn ia
worth 75 cents per bn~helwhen shorts is worth $24 per ton.
The data secured in this experiment are given in detail in
Table 15.
T A B L15.--Compcr&on
~
of corn and alfalfa with corn, s b r t e , and
alfalfa for growing W fnttening hogs. Beptember 5, 1911,
to J a l ~ u v r y2, 1912.
There were 32 pigs in each lot.
EXPERIMENT 44.
Y

Period I
Date

Period I1

Period 111

.................

Lot No..

................

155

156

155

156

Ration* (alfalfa pssture,
Period I ) . .............

.................
lbs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grain for 100 Ibs. gain.. ..

................

................462

5

481

....
.92
.008
5 27

..........
......

..iverage mran weight of
pig, Ibs.. . . .
...
* C., corn; S., shorts.
t The cost of alfalfa Pasture is not included. At 0.4 cent per head
daily the pasture would have cost 36 cents per 100 pounda gain for th-e
in Lot 155, and 38 cents for those in Lot 166. This would make a total
cost of teed and pasture for 100 pounda gain in Lot 155, $4.24, and b t
166, $6.
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EXPERIMENT 45. ALFALFA TEA AND ALFALFA TEA GROUNDS
IN A RATION FOR WINTERING SHOATS.

On F e b m m 8,1912,20 fall shoats weighing about 50 ponnds
each were divided into two uniform lots of 10 pigs each. Another
lot of 26 pigs weighing 70 pounds each was divided into two
uniform lots of 13 pigs each.
The grain ration for all lots was 3 parts corn and 1 part
ehorts. Chopped alfalfa waa kept in racks where each lot had
access t o it a t all times. The feed for Lot 157 was made into a
thick slop with warm water. The feed for Lot 158 was wet with
tea made by stewing chopped alfalfa for one hour. The alfalfa
ueed for making tea for each feed amounted to abont 20 per cent
of the grain ration. The amount of liquid put into the feed of
Lot 157 and of Lot 158 was the same. These two lots were given
all the^ would eat, but both lots were kept on the same amount
of feed. All feed was the came for the two lots except that the
feed for Lot 157 was wet with warm water, while the feed for
Lot 158 was wet with warn] alfalfa tea.
The rations for Lots 159 and 160 were identical excepting that
I,:bt l(i0 was frtl chopped alfalfa which had been stewed for an
hour a n d the tea drawn off, and Ifit 159 was fed the same amount
of chopped alfalfa unsteamed. I n both lots the grain was fed
niixed with alfalfa and moistened with warm water. The feed
for Lots 159 and 160 was identical excepting that Lot 159 was
fed alfalfa with the grain and Lot 160 was fed the same amount
of nlfi~lfnafter i t hat1 Ibeen stewed an hour and the tea drawn off.
The feed for each lot was wet with warn1 water.
Lots 157 and 158 should not be compared with Lots 159 and
160. The pigs in the Arst two lots wwe not of the same size as
those i n the latter two lots. Also, the first two lots were fed more
in proportion to their weight than the latter two lots.
The following table gives the results of the experiment. The
pigs fed the alfalfn ten gained a little faster with less grain for
I00 ponnds of gain than the pigs that did not receive tea. Also.
the pigs fed the alfalfa tea grounds made f a ~ t e rgains with less
grain for 100 ponnds of gain than those fed alfalfa not stewed.
The tea grounds had a more beneficial effect than the tea. The
relative gains of Lot 160 and Lot 15!) were 100 and 8-4 respectively: the relative g n i n ~of Lot 158 and Lot 157 were 100 and 94
respectivel~..
The results of this one experiment indicate that there is some
~ a l n ein stewed alfalfa over alfalfa not stewed. The tea from
100 ponnds of stewed alfalfa saved 47 pounds of corn. The tea
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grounds from 100 pounds of stewed alfalfa saved 67 poullds of
corn. The stewing of 100 pounds of alfalfa hay saved 2 bushels
of corn and increased the rate of gains. Two bushels of corn at
47 cents per bushel are worth 94 cents; or a t 60 cents per Ibushel,
the 2 bushels are worth $1.20.

TABLE16.-The value of alfalfa tea and of alfalfa

tax groutrds in
a winter ration for pigs. February 8, 1912, to March. SO,

1912-51

day8.
EXPERIMENT 45.

I m t N o ...........................
Ration

158

169

Corn,

Corn,

f Corn,

Cut
alfalfa,
Alf. tea

Cut
alfalfa

Cut
alfalfa,
Tea gds.

167

............................!j

Corn,

) Shorts,

Cut
alfalfa

S o . pigs in lot .................... 10
Average first weight per pig, Ibs. .... 49.3
Average last weight per pig, Ibs. .... 71.4
Average g+n per pig, Ibs. ........... 96.1
.50
Average dally gain per ig, Ibs. .....
Relative gain er pig, lgs. . . . . . . . . . 94
Grain for 100 fbs. gain, Ibs.. ......... 577
Alfalfa for 100 Ibs. gain, lbs.. ........ 76
Total feed for 100 lbs, gain, lbs. ..... 653
Cost of feed for 100 Ibs. gain ........ $6.75
.I6
Profit on 100 Ibs. gain ..............
Profit per pig.. .....................
.037
Profit per pig daily. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grain fed dslly per pig, Ibs. ......... 2.84
Feed fed dail per pig, lbs. . . . . . . . . 3.21
Grain fed dairy per 100 Ibs. wt. of pig 4.59
Feed fed daily per 100 Ibs. wt. of pig 5.19
Average mean weight per pig, Ibs. ... 61.F

f

160

1 Shorts, 4 Shorts, 1 Shorts,

10
62.2
79.6
27.3
.63

13
69.3
89.0
19.7
.38
8Q

530
71
601
$5.29
.61
.I66

554
166
720
$5.98

2.84
3.21
4.31
4.88
65.8

2.13
2.35
2.69
2.97
791

.003

Loss
Loss

Loss

13
69.3
91.7
22.4
.45
100

4187

161
648
$5.33
.57

.in
.002

2.13
2.83
2.64
3.51
80.6

EXPERIMENT 46. ALFALFA TEA AND ALFALFA T E A GROUNDS IN
A RATION FOR WINTERING SHOATS.

A second test was conducted with fall pigs during the winter
of 1013-1!)11. .I lot of 28 pigs wm divided into two uniform
lots of 14 pigs each on January 13, 1914. The average weight of
the pigs was 56 pounds. They were kept in the test until hpril 7,
1914, when their average weight was 103 pounds.
Lot 161 was fed a ration of 90 parts ground corn and 10 pa&
chopped alfalfa hay; Lot 162 was fed the same amount of ground
corn a s Lot 161 and all the stewed alfalfa the pigs would eat.
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The grain and alfalfa fed to Lot 161 were mixed and n~oiotened
with hot water. For Lot 162 the alfalfa was stewed and both
the tea a n d the grounds mixed with the grain. This lot ate about
a half more alfalfa than the lot that a t e the alfalfa that had not
been stewed.
The two lots made nearly the same gain with a slight advantage in favor of the alfalfa tea lot. This lot ate 12 pounds
less grain and 35 pounds more alfalfa to produce 100 pounds of
gain than the other lot. The cost of 100 pounds of gain on the
pigs fed tea was 7 cents higher and the profit per pig was 7 cents
less than on the pigs fed the alfalfa without stewing. The results of this tent do not indimte that the value of the alfalfa was
increased bg stewing.
The results of the two tests would not warrant the farmer in
going to much. if any, expense t o stew alfalfa for hogn.
T-481.~~ ~ . - - T ? ?.(1lite
L P of a l f a l f a tea and ten qvorrnrls i n rc r d n t ~ r .
ratinn for pigs. J a n w y IS, 1914, t o April 7, 191/t-?.'l day.%
There were 14 pigs in each lot.
----

-

EXPERIMENT 46.

Lot S o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

161

90v0 Gr, corn
90';E Gr. rorn
lo(,; Cut alfalfa 10' b Tea grounds

Averwe first weight per pig, lbs. . . . . . . .
Average last weight per pig, Ibs. . . . . . . . . . .
Averwe ain per pig, lbs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average L i l y gain per pig, Ihs. . . . . . . . . . .
...
Lbs. grain for 100 lbs. gain, lbs.
Lbs. alfalfa for 100 lbs. gain, Ihs. . . . . . . . . . . .
Feed for 100 Ibs. gain, lbs. . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of feed for 100!bs. gain. . . . . . . . . . .
Profit on 100 lbs. gam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Profit per pig. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Profit per pig daily.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prim received per bushel grain.. . . . . . . . . . .
p r pig d@y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
h eed dally per pig.. . . . . . . . . .
Us. grain dally per 100 lbs. weight of pig. . .
Lbs. feed daily per 100 lbs. .wei ht of pig . . .
. l v o m e mean weight per PIE, 1%~. . . . . . . . .

E::

162

56.8
103.5
46.7
-55
486
45
X31
$4.31
1.59
.74
,009

.66
2.70
3.10
3.37
3.74
80.1

55.9
103.8
47.9
.57
474
80
554
$4.38
1.52
.73
,009
.65
2.70
3.16
3.38
3.95
79.9
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SUMWAE1Y OF AVERAGES AND ANNUAL FINANOIAL
STATEIYLENTS.
ANNUAL STATEMENTS.

.in accurate record is kept of all grain and alfalfa fed to hogs
during the year. The hogs graze on about 40 acres of alfalfa
pasture but consume only about one-half of the alfalfa. .\ rental
of $5 per acre is charged to the hogs. An inventory of the hoge
hy weight is taken March 1 each year. From the data t h u ~obtained the fotlowing annual statements are compiled. These
statements give a fair idea of the cost of producing pork on a
Sebraaka farm, only that the farmer should produce pork cheaper
~ i n c he
e is working entirely for profits and is not necewarily feeding hogs the more costly or leaa profitable rations and doe8 not
suffer the loss occasioned by frequent weighingw, and other disturbing factors incident to ~xpcrilnentnlwoi-k.

TABLE18.-f3~1,cncrtr.g of acetagea. Corn compar.ed tcilh corn crnd shorts, corn and barley, corn
a ~ u el m w , corn and w h a t , a.nd cola a?ul tankage.

Ration

......................

1

1 gz 1

corn

No. tests conducted.. ........ 10
So. pigs tested .............. 168
Dail gain per pig, Ibs.. .......
.94
~ e e J f o 100
r Ibs. gain, lbs.. ....
Cost of 100 Ihs. gain.. .........
Profit per pig. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

corn

!

1 1 1 1 1 1~5:
corn,
ernmer

Corn

corn,
wheat

1.19

Corn vs. Corn and Shorts-Average of 10 tests.
Corn tied in ra idity of gain.
Corn required Ibn. more feed for 100 lbs. gain
Corn cost 41 cents less for 100 lbs. gain.
Corn gave 36 cents more profit per pig.
Corn vs. Corn and Barley-Average of 8 tests.
Corn gave 0.09 Ib. the faster daily gain.
Corn required 55 Ibs. less feed for 100 lbs. gain.
Corn cost 44 cents less for 100 Ibs. gain.
Corn gave 52 cents more profit er pig.
Corn vs. Corn and Emmer--Average of tests.
Corn gavc 0.19 lb. the faster daily gain.
Corn required 52 lbs. lem feed for 100 Ibs. gain.
Corn cost 53 cents less for 100 Ibs. gain.
Corn gave 57 cents more profit per pig.

!

corn,
barley

2
T
??

2

Corn vs. Corn :~nrl\Vhe:lt - . l v e r : ~ of
~ ~-t tcsts.
Corn ptvr. 11 liu llv. r l ~ r -J:ictr-r gain.
Corn retl~~irrbrl
-11 lh-;. 1nc>rrA
fr*.rl
Corn cost 52 cents less for 100 Ibs. gain.
Corn gavc 62 cents more profit per pig.
Corn vs. Corn ar11l 'I . L I I L : I ~ - \ \.c9rngt I rf 7 teats.
Corn g:i\.~.Ii.L'< Il* Ic-r t l : ~ i lgain
Corn required 52 lbs. more feed for 100 Ibs. gain.
Corn cost 18 cents more per 100 lbs. gain.
Corn gavc 62 cents less profit per pig.
A ration of corn and alfalfa has been more profitablr
than any other ration in this comparison, exce ting corn
and tankage. Several of the teats with tnn&aRe werr
made under conditions which we believe unduly favorcd
the tankage lots.
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Pork Production.

S'I'A*I'IJSINNT
fL.-P,-ojit o t ~koye, c*a,luidet-ing O ~ L ~ Icost
J
of feed, fi'om M(11'c.h 1 to !V(~l'c.h1 of the
following yca1.8:.
Year

....................................

1911-1912
Dr.

Cr.

19121913

1913-1914

Cr .

Dr.

Cr.

-T o cost of grain during the year.. ............. t3,614.09
T o cost of alfalfa hay during t h r year . . . . . . . 140.67
T o cost of pasture during the year . . . . . . . . .
200 00
By income from hog sales. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ry value of net gain or loss Marrh 1 (market,
price)t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T o labor and profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
652.02

. . . . . . . . $3,294.32

.......

..........

94.38
200.00

. . . . . . . $2,661.16
......
81.60
.

.

........

1,062.41
.......

29.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
1.778.70
1,672.31 . . . . . .

$5,290.91

e

. . . .

'S
0
5

. . . . . . . - $4,677.39

k

44.07

........

$4,636 78 , $4,636.78 $5,290.91 $5,290 - 91
-. - -- .--- 'For prices of ftwi and hogs, see Statt~ment6.
t On March 1. 1912, there were 18,007 pounds of pork more on hand than on March 1, 1911. This a t $5.90, the
market price a t North Platte on March 1, 1912, gives a crrdit of $1,062.41. On Marrh I, 1913, thrrr were 392 pouudu
Icss of pork on hand thsn on March 1,1912. This a t $7.50, the market pricr at Korth Platte on March 1, 1913, gives
n debit of $29.40. On ~Marrh1, 1914, there were on hand 565 more pou~itlsof pork than on March 1, 1913. This at
$7.80. t,he market prire at North Platte on March 1, 1914, gives u rredit of 644.07.
~

7

......

.

%3,574.37

2
>
2.

-

2

STATEMEKT 3.--Profit on hogs, consideting cof-n tmt'tl~60 Cents per bushel and hog8 $5.90 per

100 po~cnch,front Illavclr. 1 to dlarch 1 of the following years:
Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

1911-1912

1

1912-1913

1

1913-1914

Mnrch 1. To value of pork on hand
at $5.90 . . . . . . . . . . . .
To c-ost. of fectl during year
March 1. By income from hog sales,
at $5.90.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To labor and profit.. ......

1911-1912

Ry interest., depreciation, and upkeep (Statement 51 ......... g348.17
To labor and profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318.86
Cost, of 2111 feed for 100 Ibs. of grain .......................
5.175

1912-1913
1406.44
212.86
5.03

1913-1914
S383.29
140.26
4.98

I
Pork Productioti.

S'I'A'~RMRN~I'
(i.--I'014?u~sof gr(lit&caten per 100 pounds of gcrin (cs~dcost of 100 portof !/r~irr
rc-ith ( A ~ wa tt ~rrr.riorts pricc.u ; rrbo nI:Rrn.ge srlliny 1)r.ir.c. of lro!/x fr.r,m March 1 to Jlrlrclr 1 of

the follo~c-ingyeuru:
Year ................................................................

......................
Porrnds of grain for 100 Ibs. of gain.. - . .
Cost of feed (alfalfa and grain) for 100 Ibs. of gain--Corn per bushel 70 cts. .
60 cta. ..
50 cts. .
47 cts. .
Average selling price of h o ~ per
s 100 Ihs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1911-1912

1912-1913

436
$5.86
5.17
4 48
4.28
7.52

414
$5.63
4.96
4.29
4.15
7.38

1913-1914
405
$5.34
4.98
4.62
4 51
8.29

STATEMEST
7.-Total antotrn.t of feed eaten b y the hogs from March 1 to March I of the folbrring years; also average cost o f feed during these years:

...................
Bushelsofcorn ....................................
5,334
Bushels of wheat. ................................
127
Bushels of rye .....................................
42.5
.50
Bushels of oats ...................................
30
.40
Bushelsofbarley
Hoshda of cane.. .................................
8.75
.75
Tons of shorts. ..................................
5.Y
26.00
Tons of oil m e d . ..................................
2.73
30.00
Tons of alfalfa meal. ..............................
3.60
15.00
Tons of cottonseed cake.. ............................................
Pounds of bone meal. ............................
96
40.00
........................... 1,255
Pounds of tank e
1'en~-Price per bushel or ton..

::............................
:::..........................

Tons of cut alfaya
Tons of alfalfa hay.

7.65
3.24

10.00
8.00

.35
.40
.16
.51
.6l

26.00
30.00
15.00

3.04
.33

15.00
30.00

.................

7.75
2.11

10.00
8.00

45.00
10.00
8.00

The bulk of the feed waa corn and alfalfa excepting in 1913-1914 when wheat replacecl most of the rorn. Only
a very small amount of mill feeds was u?cecl. +he 40 acres of alfalfa ptwture produced 2.25 tons of htrv
- Iwr
. ac:rc.
This A4 pctr rent a
t much as t.he fields not. pastured.
12-LB.I~-~SI.)
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